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New organization seeks recognition 
by Steve Kunath group include helping Sociology majors this campus organization. Spokesmen say 
News Staff Reporter meet with other people in the same filed that such a participation would enable the 
d club to discern current trends in the sociol-." - · . . ,, . . . , .al)IJ .trin!;f together both class work an so- . 
. .. A new para-pr.ofessmnal. ?rgamzatlonciologica'f theories with practical ex- ogical filed, to meet professionals and at-
.will soon be seeking recognition from theperience In· the area of practical ex- tend profes.si'onal meetings, and bring 
Student Sena~ according .to Pat Phol~r, perience, ~pokesmen have observed that these professionals to the Xavier campus. 
student ~rga~1zer:.The Socmlogy clu.b wtlltheir group will attempt to establish a re- The Sociology organization also plans to 
serve pnmanly to ~ound out th.e socmlog~ quired practicum of3-6 credit hours toward help interested Xavier students keep in 
departme~t by help~ng to organize the soc1- one's degree. Plans also call for the sociol- touch with similar groups at colleges in· the 
ology ma1ors. ogy club helping interested majors in find- area and to place them in a professional 
However, spokesmen- for tlie organiza- ing both positions and transportation to sociological position after their under-
tion have said that club membership will the practical work in the field. graduate work is completed. 
be. open to "any interested peop~e who are The group also intends to function as an Plans already initiated by the organiza-
onented towards an Arts and Sciences cur- information center for the location of pos- tion include a charter sent to Student Sen-
riculum." sible practical experience in undergraduate ate for recognition of the club; space for in-
Members of Xavier's faculty who have work and as an information agency on formation storage; the acquisition of a 
been involved in the organi]<ation include graduate schools and financial aid in grad- communications system with other col-
Mr. James Weir, Chairman of the Sociol- uate work. leges, social agencies, and institutions; and 
ogy·Departnient, and Mr. Jaclt Egan, S.J., Participation in-some professional socio}- a local inform8:tion center which would i~­
Assis~ant Profes~or of Sociology. Studentogical organizations, such as the American plement bulletin boards, etc. to orgamze 
orgamzers for this new group are: Brother Sociological Assodation is another goal of . and contact members. 
John Fischer, Anne Finefrock, Pat Pholar, ' 
and Joe Ronii. 
Weekly meetings. of the Sociology Club 
have been tentatively 11cheduled for 
Wednesdays at 1:45 p.m. in Kuhlman 
Hall's 6th floor lounge. Spokesmen for the 
organization told the News that these 
meetings will be open to all who are inter-
ested, but .on a "pro(essional," not a "so-
cial" basis. · 
·_ Organizers stated that goals of their new 
Congratulations to Dr. Anna· Mayans 
who has recently been awarded a Ful-
bright Scholarship. Dr. Mayans leaves 
this week for study in India. 
Sen.ate votes to support 
UFW and lettuce boycott 
by Frank Landry 
At the Student Senate meeting, negative 
The Student Senate passed a resolution discussion raised the issue that the United 
endorsing the United Farm Workers' Let- Farm Workers' boycott represents merely a 
tuce Boycott at its recent meeting held jurisdictional dispute with the Teamsters 
Wednesday, February 28. Vote on the pas- Union. Opponents to the proposal further 
sage was 13 affirmative, none negative, alleged that Cesar Chavez in his desire to 
and five abstentions. build up his own UFW union is participa-
The resolution, which was introduced by ting in "economic treason" because of re-
Senator Kathy Blank, calls for official Stu- sultant higher prices in lettuce. 
dent Senate support of the lettuce boycott Mr. Daniel Costello, President of Student 
and the United Farm Workers' movement Government, informed the News that he 
itself "until the growers recogniz~ the has forwarded the proposal to Rev. Robert· 
workers' right to be represented by the W. Mulligan, S.J., Pre_sident ofXavierUni-
union of their choice." versity,. for further action. 
The wording of the resolution addition- Senator Blank's proposal was based 
ally urges student support for the lettuce upon several premises abstracted from a 
boycott. presentation by Rev. John Banks. In this 
The implications of this proposal as far presentation, made before the Student Sen-
as the Xavier University Aclministration is ate on Wednesday, Feb. 21, Banks ex-
concerned is contained in paragraph two plained what in his view were 'the key fac-
of the legislation: '"The Senate requests Xa- tual and moral bases of the lettuce boycott. 
vier's endorsement be made tangible In the proposal itself, a statement of the 
through the purchase of only UFW head Ohio Catholic Conference, issued January 
lettuce-by' the University Food Service." 8, 1973, was quoted in support of the move-
This senate request was made to the Uni- ment. ·It read: "This is really a grass roots 
versity Food Service in light of Archbishop ·struggle by-the 'workers to gain a union of · 
Bernadine's recent statement urging dioce- their choice. The moral issues are the same 
san personnel and institutions to support as they were in the grape boycott: dignity, 
t~e boycott. self-determinatfon and justice." 
I .. J,. •• • •l • J. • -. . '. '." ~· • -
Stadium 
Damage 
- . 
No rumor 
by Dennis C. King 
Editor-in-Chief 
The fact that Xavier's stadium is in need 
of extensive repairs is no rumor according 
to reports which reached the News late last 
week. Previous reports that the stadium 
needed a retainer wall to protect the Dana-
side seats with a projected cost to the uni-
versity of $250,000 had recently been de-
nied by Mr. James J. McCafferty, Xavier 
Athletic Director and Mr. Irvin F. Beumer, 
Vice-President for Business and Finance 
(see related story in February 21 issue of 
the News). · 
SOURCES now say that although the 
need for a retainer wall seems to be a 
myth, that deterioration of the foundation 
of the Dana-side stands. would require 
some attention within the near future. Pro-
fessional estimates for patching concrete 
and replacing some worn under-pinning 
structures is said to be in the area of a 
quarter million dollars. 
The News also learned that last spring 
Rev. Robert W. Mulligan, S.J., then - Pro-
vost of Xavier, had sent a memorandum to 
Mr. McCafferty ordering that the Dana-
side stands be closed to the public for· the 
following-Fall.season. In an interview con-
ducted at the time that the initial rumors 
were circulating the campus, Mr. 
McCafferty said that he had received such 
an order but because tiCkets had already 
been printed for tha season, complience 
with the order was impossible. . 
Applications 
Now accepted 
Applications for the position of Editor-in-
. Chief of the Xavier News for the 1973-74 
acad~mic -year are now being accepted. 
All interested in the position must sub-
mit a resume to Mr. Bill Kerwin, Chairman 
of the Publications.Committee no later· 
than Friday, March 16, 1973. 
The resume should include reasons for 
· the applicant's,interest as well as his quali-
fications for the position. Applicants will 
be interviews by the Publications Com-
mittee shortly after the deadline for sub-
mission of resumes. Applicants will be no-
tified as to the time and place of the 
meeting.· 
Traditionally, the new editor is respon-
. sible to put to press the last four issues of 
the year. Due to the late Easter break this 
year, however, the new editor will be re-
sponsible for the last three is.sue of the 
year - May 2, May 9, and May 16 issues. 
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Speaker discusses Sino-Soviet Relations . 
by Bill Arnold States. The Sino-Soviet split re· Dr. Zagoria captured ·the signifi· versely, i~ is ,e_qually '":'likely that intention~ an4gonism ~d ill-"".ill 
The Chinese-Soviet split is the vealed the internal dissention in cance of this event in terms of.re- Russo-American re.lations would on. both s~des. The ~assive SoV1et 
most significant event in ~e his· the international Communist cent ~evelopments. He suggests ha~e ~n ex~riencing the.present b~dup ~ce that time along the 
tory of foreign relations since "movement.'' ·The concept of such that perhaps Henry ~iBBinger's ~1abil1ty. ~th?u~ th~ sp~t. Also, Sm«>:&viet bord~r has only. se~ed 
World War II. In its wake, the en· an organized "movement" had and Richard Nixon's forays to Pek· it is Zagona s distinctive view that ~ re~nforce Ru8Bian determmation 
tire nature of the international been the basis of United States for· ing to establish whole new relation· the Vietnam co!lflict -:"as a product in this regard. 
power relationships and balance eign policy for the duration of the ships would never have been pos· of the Sin~viet spht. ~f there h~d As a result, Dr. Zagoria empha-
were altered irrevoc~bly. This Cold War and its dissolution was sible as long as the. People's been a united Communis~ world in sized a sense of permanency for th·e 
event was certainly of great impor· bound to have profound effects in Republic viewed the U.S. as its sup~rt of the N!lr~ Vie~amese foreseeable future. He stated that 
tance and concern for the United the East-West balance of power. most dangerous enemy. Con· agmnst the U.S., it is conceiveable too much water.had gone under the 
Guest Column 
that Vietnam would have been a bridge during the last ten years to 
much stiffer and protracted con· facilitate normalized relations. The 
flict. . . new Chinese policies of detente 
The '!'a~n cause~ for the mass1~e with the United States and Japan 
1._ __ _. fissure m mtemat1onal Commun1St tave already gone too far to be re-
.._ __ _. unity, Zagoria fe~ls, ar~ bas~d versed. However, any suggestion DR. AL ANDERSON 
upon cultural an.d ideological dif· that relations could never be the 
ferences not l~ndmg thems~lves to same fails to account for the prag-
For the past ten years I have The question must be asked do you_ teering. Resourceful: Imaginative, eas~ compromise. Th~ co~,fhc~ ~ver matic nature of foreign policy rela-
been the faculty advisor to the Stu· want to do it? Must someone say inventive, seeing the necessity and ~he ,!deology of Rus~ian revision· tionships. Because there is no im-
dent Volunteers of Xavier Univer· where and whim you do it? It would searching out those services him· ism vers~s the .P~nst and orth~- mediate prospect for reconciliation 
sity. In this time I have seen the seem that to be a volunteer that self - not one who always needs dox Marxist·Le?mism of th.e Chi· or full scale attack, the Sino-Soviet 
philosophy, goals, and objectives you do it even when no one saxs someone else to tell him or show nese. Communists turned mto a relationship will continue to be 
evolve with the changing demands where or when! Open: One being him - some would simply say a confl~ct of power when both Com· stormy and unsettled. · 
of the world in which we live and able to relate with others without leader. The volunteer who has to mumst superpowers found them· . 
the chan&ring.interests and goals of any preconceived notions. This "have his hand held" each step of selves in competition for lead~rship Fi~ally, Dr. Z.agoria posed the 
the individual students. This is as may be very difficult for the volun- the way cannot very well extend of the world movement. The 1deolo· question of whether or·not as a na-
it shou Id be both because SVS teer to do since he himself many his hand to another. He must rec- gical dispute traces back to the con- tion the United States is mature 
must be a flexible, expanding, and have certain hang-ups but he must ognize his own strengths and· the cept of proletariat revolution JO· enough not to react to Vietnam and· 
vibrant organization and because strive to overcome them if he is to strengths of the person he serves seph Stalin was urging Mao Tse· to respond uniquely to the present 
my personal philosophy empha- be an effective volunteer. Loving: A and build on them to minimize Tung to adopt in the early phases international challenge. 
sizes th~ members as individuals co~plete and perfect givini:f to an· weaknessess. What are the re- of the ·Communist Ch~ne~e.·move· · For the past 
who are re~ponding in their unique other wi~h~ut the thought of re- wards'. Very. little tangible but ment, when ~ao was mc1tmg the twenty years t~e high moral pur-
way to their· self-defined role. I re· ward. This 1s tough!!! Very much many mtang1ble. There must be masses of agncultural peasants to pose of U.S~ diplomacy was to stop 
·member some statements that vol- can be said about love but who can little taking since it is mostly giv- demand a new order. This dis· Communism. It did impart a cohe-
unt:er,s ha;: ,v?i~ed to describe re~llly define .love? Unequivocal: ing. . crepancy, heightened by the di- rence to U.S. policy, but is no 
their roles. 1 his JS the b.~st -:vay ~Jthout qu~sbon the other person . Another thought, "Is the volun: ve~s.e cultur?~ bac~grounds ?f longer relevant in a non-solid Com-
. that I can save my .soul, said a 1s the most important aspect of the teer a 'one timer"' or "lifer." What Asia s t~o poli~1cal gi~nts, grew m munist world. The United States, 
person who had .dec~ded to devo.te volunteer program. Non-Judg· is the volunteers's life style? Can scope WJth th~ mcr~asmg power ~f emphasized Dr. Zagoria, should 
three years of his hfe to work m emental: The volunteer does not he be satisfied by seeing the person the Communist Chinese and theu not be so ready to abandon the 
South America. "The shock of com- make prior evaluation of the per· he is serving satisfied? demand for recognition as the world as much as prepared to ac· 
ing back to the United States and son but accepts him as a true hu· A · leader of the world revolution. · tively participate in the changing 
seeing that pe~ple are just con· man being. Trusting: The complete f s:Srson.;eed ~ot be a ~ember Dr. Zagoria stated that this his· world scene. · 
cerned with themselves is really acceptance of the individual on his 0 1 to . a vh~ u~teer. e t~ue toric dispute combined with short -------------..;...,, bad" said a Peace Corps returnee. terms rather than on mine. It also vo unteer gives 18 t~me to .serVJce. term considerations almost led the NEED 4 BEDROOMS? 
"I w·llked for two and a half hours includes that the volunteer trusts The staff of the radio station, the R · d Ch· to Th 51 61 
with this kid because he had a and accepts a system agencyorsu News, service on committees, the sus~ita~s an. 1fnCese ·h w1ar. k'e ' · · ti FISH h' oVJe mvas1on o ze~ os ova 1a problem and wanted to talk" said pervision. Trust connotes con· new orgamza on • coac mg i A t f 1968 h th R Have large all-brick home on a X · d h h d' fid · E th · · A 1 a little league team supervising a n ugus 0 ' w en e us· 100 ft. lot in Bond Hill near 
a aVJer stu ent t e ot er ay. ence. n us1asbc: vo unteer s t tr . d ' t be f sians moved to suppress a dis· St. Agnes & Bond Hill Schools 
What is a voluriteer? A great must be dedicated and happy with ~~u ~P·.::n ;.~as num r 0 sident Communist state certainly 
Philosophy professor at Xavier be- what he is doing. He must generate ofi er lac iv1 ies. h~rhe are many must have panicked Cha1'rman and both playgrounds. Brand . . h · · th tt' h h orma programs w 1c are part of . new 1 5 x 15 equipped kitchen; heves that one must break 1t down sue JOY m e se mg w ere e SVS b t h 1 . Mao and his comrades especially 4· 15 ft.· bedrooms on 2nd floor; in order to understand what it is all finds himself that his· own prob· 1 u t fi~ ~r~ a so many mfor·. in the light of the Brezn'ev doctrine 2 extra large bedrooms on 3rd; 
about To break it down at least lems are not transmitted to the per· ma· ones. . owever, share ~he which stated the Russian intention hot water heat; 2 car garage. 
· . • son h i h 1 · E d · . H same comm1ttment to volunteensm . . . . . C . T 
one approach 1s to take the work V. e . s e pm~· n urm.g · e as described above of mterfenng 1f necessary m the m· arpetmg. his is a low upkeep, 
0-L-U-N-T-E-E-R! The following oc:. stays WJth the project fo~ which ~e . . . temational affairs of another Com- . extremely livable home. 
curs to me as a model of volun· volunteers. ~he committment JS. Perhaps now is the time to reflect munist state. In addition, the bor· ADAM WESTERKAMP 
teel'ism. Voluntary: to contribute of real and lastmg, even thou'!h he on ~he fundamentals of vol~n· der clashes of 1969 pointed up the 891·4306 
one's own free.will without coer· may suffer from the time spent. teensm as th~y _apply to the 70 s. I .. ------.;...~.;,;,;,.;;;;;,,,;;;;;,;;,,;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;::;::;::;::;::;:::;....1 
cion or others saying what to do. This is one of the hazards of volun· ho~ ~~ won t Just need structure 
. . to give ... 
An important announcement to every 
student i" the health professions: 
NEW SCHOLARSHIPS 
ARE AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY. 
THEY COVER TUITION AND 
·RELATED COSTS AND PROVIDE AN 
ANNUAL INCOME·OF $5,300 ·As WELL. 
If a steady salary of $400 a 
month and paid-up tuition 
will help you continue your 
professional tl'aining, the, 
scholal'ships just made pos-
sJ ble by the Uniformed 
Services Hea'lth Pl'ofessions 
~eyitalization Act of 1972 
·~rve yo.ur close attention. 
.~8e if you are. now in a 
n.i~C'al, osteopathic, dental, 
W~l;i°nal'y,· podiatry, Ol' op-
tometry school, Ol' are work-
ing:toward a PhD in Clinical 
Psych<~logy, you may qualify. 
We. make it easy for you to 
complete your studies. You're 
commissioned as an officer as 
soon as you enter the pro-
gram, but remain in student 
status until graduation. And, 
during each year you will be 
on active duty (with extra 
pay) fol' 45 days. Naturally, 
if your academic schedule 
requires that you l'emain on · 
campus, you stay on campus 
-and still receive your active 
duty pay. 
Actfoe duty requfrements 
a1'e fair. Basically, yoi.t serve 
one year as a commissioned 
officer fo1· each year you've 
participated in the program, 
with a two· yea1· minimum. 
You may apply for a scholar-
ship with either the Army, 
Navy or Air Fot·ce, and know 
that upon entering active 
duty you'll have rank and 
duties in keeping with your 
professional training. 
The life's work you've cho-
sen for yourself requires long, 
hal'd, expensive training. 
Now we are in a position to 
give you some help. Mail in 
the coupon at your earliest 
convenience for more detailed 
inf ol'mation. 
r----------------, I ~.'.!."t Fore" Scholarship• C·CN-33·1 
I Univ•rH•i City, T .. as 78148 I 
I I de11lr• information fur t.he followln• 
I ~iu··~~:;:n Navy Air Force . 
I Mf'dJcal/OstropaliJ.ie D Dental I Vetrrlnary O Podiatry• I Other (Plea1'e1111Pcify). ___ _ 
II N•m••---------( pleaH prlnU " 
I Soc. Set. =-----'-----
1 I Addr<••---------
1 Cil>----------1 I Stnlt! z1,, ___ _ 
I Enrolle-cl at _____ _,_ __ 
· I ' · ·(Sch,.,11 
I To MTa1luatl' in-------1 . fMunthl (Yitar) (Dewru:) 
I Datc~if hh·th fMunth) f010•) fYcar) 
I • 11111llnt1·y r111t U\'ldlalJle in Air Fcwc:e Prt1K1<:.:n, L----~-----------~ 
7 
Our representative will be on campus: 
' 
March 15, · 1973 
Plea~e contact the placement· 
office· for an appointment. 
~ ,eoPI• build• 6 . ~\~(W . . . . •tt.,. ~ 
. ~ 
THE EQUITABLE 
1'111 Equitable Life Assurance ·society of the United St1tn 
.New York; N. Y. · · . 
An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F 
II 
Guest Column 
TOM ZENO------
. On Light Not Heat 
~a~t week Bil.I Qu~nn wrote ~n on t_!te path of 8elf-~_~tualization. __ follow crea~i!!!_ a~.!f _<!~!t!IDlic lead-
. editon~l on Presidential leadership Since liberal education shoulcl be ership. It is imperative to reaiiZ; 
at Xa.Vler. ~l mamier of heated de- the essence of Catholic higher edu- that there are many members of 
bate immediately ensued. Unfortu- cation, the question is posed on the Xavier community who are not' 
nately, most of these debates were how tQ revitalize crisis ridden merely wishing or hoping but ask-
unusual~y heated becaus.e of thE Catholic institutions. Such new life ing to help revitalize Xavier. Must 
lack of ~ght ge~erated. Bill. made cannot be achieved immediately; we be denied? · 
some pomts which are too impor- but there are four quality in-
tent to be overlooked or argued on dicators when change is begun for 
the emotional .le~el .of opinion. ~or the better: Seriousness of Purpose, 
these reasons it is time some obJec- Awareness of Distinctive Role 
~ivity and evidence is introduced Self-criticism, and Ultimate Effect'. 
mto the debates. ' Before any change can occur a 
From the beginning it should be Catholic institution must be aware 
clear that my support of Bill's posi- of the true purpose of its existence 
tion stems from three studies on - the development of liberiilly edu-
Catholic higher education and two cated Christian citizens. Itehould 
essays on liberal education. An- be noted that such a purpose is not 
drew Greeley's The Changing elitist. ~ther, Catholic higheredu-
Catlwlic College is a study ofCath- cation must develop a wide spect-
olic higher education by a Catholic rum of persons in order to be true 
educator. Christopher Jencks and to its call to teach all people. Once 
David Ries man's The Academic this purpose is recongnized, its dis-
Reuolution is a general study of all tinctive and necessary nature be-
American higher education. Man- come a c a·ll to commit t men t 
ning Pattillo and Donald Mack- throughout the institution. Once 
enzie's Church Sponsored Higher committed to this goal, constant re-. 
Education in the United States is a evaluation must take place to in-
report of the Danforth Commis- sure the programs of the institution 
sion's study on private higher edu- are doing their job, Christianity 
cation. Robert Hutchins in Reflec- and liberal education are antithe-
t ions on the Role of Liberal tical to apathy or self-con-
Education and Victor Frankl in tendedness. Finally, the institution 
New Prospects for the Small Lib- should see the effects of their work 
era! Arts College underscore the ne- in graduates who are creative 
cessity .of liberal education for members of society, 
meaningful existence in the mod- However, these quality in-
ern world. dicators will only develop if the ad-
: Basically Bill contended that Xa- ministration forcefully and crea-
vier is in a crisis which transcends tively commits itself and thus the 
Read.an· 
eG!IJbook 
befOte you 
--leadG 
_tough~·· 
Ease Into tough reading 
-assignments. Cllff'1 Notes 
lilll'!~:iilll'!311'~ give you a head 
·•• start toward 
underatandlng 
novels, plays and 
poems. More than 
200 titles always 
available at your 
booksellers. Send 
for FREE title list 
... add1~ and 
we'll include a 
handy, reusable, 
waterproof drawstring book bag. 
Cliff's Notes, Inc .. Lincoln, Nebr. 
68501. 
EcolDgJ ... we're working on Ill · 
During the past 14 years Cllll's 
Notn h11 used over 2,400,000 Iona 
of paper using recycled pulp. 
the merely financial and cannot be institution to the goal of preparing 
s~lved by imitating secular in- its graduates for life. Each of the 
stitutions. The present crisis began three studeis cited indicated that 
alm-ost seventy years ago when all problems, including finances, _ 
Catholic institutions began to fol- are resolvable if leadership is evi- r_-.:--:--_ --:._~-w-:.;;;;l~;;;L:;:l:S;::~S;:: __ :;:iM=--=M:;: __ ;=.9:;;;_N;:;; __ S;;;;. :,;;;_:....,,_. 
l<)w secular institutions in job-ori- dent in the administration, espe- TYPING SERVICE - • I 
ented education instead of follow- cially the President. Without such , 
ing their own tradition of liberal leadership progress is doubtful. 2722 Glendora Ave. ~~!:?J §5 
education; Today secular in- This is not rash opinion; it is the Typing Student Papers, 
stitutions are cheaper and in many result of three indeJ>tlndent studies Authcir MS. ·-
cases better centers for job-training concerning Catholic higher educa- ; _ Call By Appointment Only. 
than Catholic institutions. Some tion. ._,. ..... ______ --~---__. 
Catholic enrollment decreases can· If there is evidence to the con-
be e:c:plained in this way. trary of any of these statements, I 
More importantly, however, en- hope it will be forthcoming so that ;..· -------------. 
PROGRESSIVE 
ROCK 
Mon:-Fri. 
jO.p.m. to 
Midnight 
FM 91.7 
wvxu 
rollments are decreasing because the debate over Xavier's future can 
Cat·holic institutions are not generate more light not heat. 
serging the needs of the modern Finally, I wish to reiterate an-
person. The growth of the leisured other of Bill's points which I am 
society and its consequent mean- confident was overlooked by many 
inglessness have· dramatically dis- readers. Bill was not writing 
played the inadequacies ofthe pro- against Xavier. He supports Xa-
ductivity notion of humanity vier. He expressed his confidence 
fostered by job-training. Each per- .in the good intentions of the ad-
son must be brought to individual ministration. It is only effective ac-
personal fulfillment. This can only tion he found wanting. I could riot 
be accomplished when each person agree more. We wish Xavier to 
is prepared not only for a job but - grow and prosper. For such a situ-
for life. Liberal education is a guide ation ~e are willing and anxious t<? ._ ___________ __ 
I 
- I 
'. ~ •• ',: • : • : • 4 •• ·, 
: ";,.·,, ',"•" 
...... Ill •• 
. ,. ... 
" ... ,, 
-SOME ·OFFICE JDS ·ARE •RE INTERESTING THAN DIIRS 
In the old days if a man wanted to be an executive 
and craved adventure too, he'could skipper a clipper 
ship. 
Today ... the clippers are .gone ... but the supersonics 
are here. And swashbuckling executives still get 
their chance. 
That's maybe a million bucks worth of plane. And 
when you fly it the responsibility's all yours. 
If you'd like to mull that over every time you bank or 
roll at 1,400+ mph, try for Officer Training School 
after you graduate from college. After completion ·of 
this school you will attend pilot training and have a 
starting salary of more than $9,IOO annually. Also, 
remember the nice Idea of yourself, an Air Force 
pilot, captain of all you command, getting to visit 
foreign ports like the clipper captain of yore. 
An Air Force officer's life is a great life! 
Why just be skipper of a desk? 
For complete information contact your local Air Force 
representative. · 
'United States Air Poree 
550 Main St. • Cincinnati, Ohio 45202 \ Ph: 241-7926 
-
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(EDITORIAL) 
(EDITORIAL) 
The .P·rophets Never Ate Paddy's Pig 
I feel as if I om moving up in the world. 'It shall be well with you'; and to everyone the glory of God and His divine plan hardly 
The majority of my critics and fans generally who studdornly follows his own heart, they becomes the present status of Xavier Univer-
limit their comments to grunts or giggles. ·But say, "No evil shall come upon you." sity. Furthermore, the ataraxia of a·· saint 
Fr. Robert W. Mulligan took the trouble to For who among them has stood in ten.ds to cripple the necessary reforms of an 
respond to one of my troublesome editorials the council of the Lord executive. In other words, Father, it is time, 
in something like a letter. He said: to perceive and to hear h.is word, post time, to return to the cave with a torch . 
Dear Mr. Quinn, or who has given heed to his word or two. 
Your editorial appearing in the Febr~ory and listened? I refer you, Father, to Mr. Zeno's column 
28 issue of the News leans more heavily on Behold the storm of the Lord! in this issue of the News. I ask you to com-
the initiative of "dynamic administrators" for Wrath has gone forth, template it seriously and then meditate on 
academic excellence at Xavier than ,. do. If I a whirling tempest; some of the bad things and bad people at 
am the "the principal hope of those who ' it will burst upon the head of the this university - like athletic scholarships, 
core," Xavier is indeed in desperate straits. wicked. admi'ssion standards, and so on, and so 
Fortunately for all, I am not. The anger of the Lord will not turn baclc forth (past issues of the ulcer-engenderin'g 
We Irish can too often be. 0 gloomy until he has executed and awt-lis full of them). And then I ask you to· 
.people. Is our divine discontent our way of accomplished imitate the Lord by executing and accom-
tel/ing others that the world is not enough the intents of his mirid. piishing the intents of your mind. Y~u see,. 
for us - that the human condition may be. In the later days you will und~rstartd it - Father, perhaps you are not the sole hope ..... .. 
all right for the English and other buJ not clearly. · . of this university, .but, if you hide behind the- ..... • 
for the Irish? Have we lingered too long (Jeremiah 23. 16.20; RSV) meanderings of our plethora of committees,~·:·:: 
over the mournful fines or Jeremiah? Isn't is you might never recognize yourself as the "'" 
time to.turn to the prayers of Francis Xavier Dear Father, 1 have read somewhere in single significant power around here. Ou1·- .. •· 
and join him in praising God for all the the works of Augustine a statement to the hope is that you will use your power prop.-· 
good things and good people we see effect that he had once perceived the dif- erly. If not, perhaps no truer words w~~e:: .. _ · 
around us? ' ference between the good and the bad in spoken than the penuitimote sentence of . ,, .. 
Sincerely, the world and· recognized how much better your first paragraph . 
. the good was than the bad, but then had Finally, Father, I must. regretfully inform ... 
R. W. Mulligan, S.J. ·~ comis to an insight that the two together you that I am jsut barely one quarter Irish 
To which I soy: Dear FAther, who is kid- were better again than the g.ood by itself. I and do not see how that means manure to. 
· ding whom? am too young to understand such genius, the weed pa~ch; At least, St. Pat chased the 
·Thus says the_Lord of Hosts: "Do not listen 
to the words of the prophets who prophesy 
to you, filling you with vain hopes; they 
speak visions of their own minds, not from 
the mouth of the Lord. They say continually 
to those who despise the word of the Lord, 
and I do not wich to interrupt your joyful snakes out of lrlenad. The real question, Fa" .. : .. ~ 
contemplations, but it is for the sake of the ther, is no how "gloomy" or negative the 
"good things and good people." (not neces· complaints of the . . avier News might be, but 
sarily in that order) that I sometimes upset ·how true they are. One again, Father, you ,,. 
your Wednesday evening stomach. It seems, are called to translate De Veritate - this·· 
however to meagre me, that the praise 'time into action. 
which Xavier and Augustine intended for 
-B.Q. 
Financial Burden Still. on Undergrads 
Students are still awaiting the breakdown $52 per credit hour. However, it must also 
of the General F_ee, forthcoming from a be higher than undergraduate tuition, 
study by Roderick C. Shearer, Vice-President which it appears to be but is not. How is this 
for Student Affairs, and Thomas Fischer, As· accomplished? The General Fee. 
sistant Comptroller. The G~neral Fee, is not an activities fee 
Regardless of their findings, i't is clear as many students have believed but, rather, 
that Xavier's administration has no intention an extension of tuition. This was proved last 
of changing a long-held tradition at Xavier year when the Student Activities Budget 
for resting 'too much of the.financial burden Board was given- 15% of the General Fee 
'of this university on the shoulders of the un· for student adivities. This fiture (about $12-
dergraduate day division students. This tra- $15 per student) is fairly consistent with in· 
dition has become even more apparent with stitutions our size. What is very inconsistent is 
the Board of Trustees' decision to raise the the other 85%, which at other schools is ab· 
General Fee by an additional $5 per semes- sorbed by tuition. Why isn't the 85% ab· 
ter. sorbed into .tuition? A little simple arithmetic 
~lthough there were numerous other al- will show why. 
ternatives available for an elevation of fi- · If $60 of the present General Fee (which 
nancial problems, the Roard chose to in· . pays for tuition expenses) is divided by the 
crease a· fee which is almost totally average load of the undergraduate student 
absorbed by one-third c:if the university's to- (15 hours), we find that whiie the graduate 
tal student enrollment. There are, I believe, student pays $52 per credit hour, the urider-
a number of reasons for this, not all of grad~ate student is paying $54 per credit 
which are speculative in nature. houri This is almost ten dollars more per 
Xavier University, despite many pre- credit hour than a teacher taking a gradu· 
conceptions, is primarily' a graduate school. ate course pays. ($45 per credit hour). 
Out of a total student enrollment of 6,320, Everyone realizes that the costs of educa-
only 2,021 are undergraduate day students. tion are soaring but it is time that everyone 
In order. to stay in competition range with .paid their fair share. Although I'm certain 
state schools, Xavier must keep its graduate that I'm fighting a losing bottle, the follow-
tuition relatively low, and that it does - ing recommendations might be considered. 
1) Eliminate the General Fee. 
2) Charge undergraduate day students 
$15 per year as an Activities Fee. 
3) Incorporate all other expenses into tui-
tion across the board so everyone pays for 
what everyone uses. This would p1,1t under-
graduate tuition at about $52 per credit 
hour and graduate tuition at $54 per credit 
your instead of the other _way around. 
4) Everyone that parks his car on this 
cam~us, with the exception of Faculty and 
special personnel, should be charged to 
park. That ~eons everyone. There is no rea-
son why the burden of maintain.ing the 
North Campus lot ($20,600) should rest with 
the undergraduate day students alone. 
In addition, the c;.llegation that only un-
dergraduates taking twelve or more hours 
are charged for the General Fee is .a myth. 
Recently, a se.cond semester senior taking 
~ine hours was charged the fee and when 
he tried to have the charge removed from-
his account, he was told that "someone had 
to pay for it." His brother, a graduate stu~ 
dent, taking fifteen credit hours that same 
semester was charged no fee. 
It is no wonde~ that the ungraduates .con· 
tinue to complain. . 
-0.C.K. 
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A Long, Long Letter on Lettuce 
Editor: 
In the February 14 and February 21 issues of. the Xa-
vier. News, two articles and one editorial appeared ob-
viously condoning the work of Cescir Chavez and his 
United Farm Workers Union. Bob Heleringer, in re-
. sponse to them, presented some interesting points in last 
week's "Common Sense" column, but I think he was too 
opinionated and not factual enough to present an op-
posing view. It is my intent to present my own view of 
this issue now, because I don't feel the student body has 
been well enough informed of the facts behind this 
·. mo_vement. I have been told by an informed source that 
the University Senate sponsored a series of open meet-
ings .concerning this issue, but they were so poorly publi-
cized that neither I nor twenty-five other students (less 
one) I questioned heard anything about them. It is to 
these uninformed people that I address this com-
mentary. 
Before I begin, I would like to mak~ it clear that even 
though this letter is appearing after the fact (Senate 
voted to support boycott last week), I still feel it neces-
sary to inform the students and. faculty of the "other 
sides" vie":' of things. · 
I would like-to begin by quoting from the articl~ 
"Chavez assails Big Argiculturalists," by John Wettstein, 
which appeared in the February 23, 1973 edition of the 
,.avier News: · 
"As·a small child, Cesar Chavez said he he, together 
with his family"in 1937, left the farm, which was lost to a 
bank because of the. depression, to become a migrant 
worker,. Chavez told how he began to fight for better 
conditions (9()oAi have no -sink, 96% have no showers, 
18%.have no electricity according to 1969 USDA figures) 
and pay (average farm worker income is $2200 in Cali-
fornia,)" 
The·image this quote conveys is obvious - it evokes a 
feelirfg of sympathy for the plight of the migrant 
worker. It might interest the reader to know that, when 
looked into closely, this statement leaves a few points 
hanging in the air. First of all, the figures which were 
supposedly quoted from· the statistics compiled by the 
United States Department of Agriculture most prob.ably 
came 'from another USDA, because the United States 
Department of Agriculture has made no such findings, 
nor have they any record of ever 'filing such a report. 
Concerning the statement on wages~ the $2,200 per an-
num norm was established by combining the wages of 
those·working full time with the wages of those house-
wives and students. working only pQrt time for the in-
dustry, and working out the average of them ali. Ac-
' cording to records and .reports file by the Internal 
Reven1;1e Service and the California and Federal Wage 
and Hour Commissions, the average wage for a lettuce 
harvester in California is 6.44 an hour. 
Cesar Chavez's UFW has no program to organize mi-
grants now, nor has it ever in its history had plans to or-
ganize them. The California farm workers that Chavez 
does seek to organize are basically professional, sea-
sonal, or full-time workers - who live and work in the 
same community. They are not migrants. They are the 
ones I mentionea as being one of the highest' paid 
group of farm workers iri the world. 
Another point which is quite important is the question 
of child labor. 
Throughout the nation, and specifically in California, 
child labor is governed by strict federal and state laws 
and enforced deligently. Such laws require school at-
tendance, and limit teenage work to after school, week-
ends, or vacation periods. How many middlo class par-
ents ·would object to their son or daughter working 
during their spare time to pick up a little tuition or send-
ing money? Not many, I would guess. Even so, there 
might be still some places where children under the min- · 
imum age are working in the fields. What does Chavez choice I just mentioned - agree to the set terms or 
have to say about this? Perhaps the best answer ap- leave. Few people think about the plight of the small 
pears iri the Feb. 1 edition of El Malcriad.o, the UFW's farmer, either. These men, with maybe 100 acres of 
official newspaper. In this edition, the UFW .lists dues property, work the land themselves, without the hiring 
procedures for their members, including specifications of· any outside help. Yet, they, too must agree ·to pay 
for farm workers under twelve years old. Reading some- Chavez and the UFW certain monthly dues or they too 
thing like this only makes m_e wonder whether Chavez's will go bankrupt. 
intention is to rule out "child labor" or to exploit it. What Chavez is trying to do, obviously, is create a 
Strangely enough, none of the various charges about farm labor "monoply" for the UFW. If and when a boy-. 
death and damage from the use of pesticides has ever cott like this is successful, the only way you can purchase 
been brought ·before an official investigative body by the product is through the one single distributor - all 
the UFW. the others have gone bankrupt. Without competition the 
The A ricultural Committee of the California State As- one distributor can afford to raise his prices without a 
bl .
9 
.t· d h h . 't . t' t' f D decrease in sales, thereby hitting the consumer where it 
sem y mv1 e sue c arges m 1_ s mves 1ga ion o e· h . h · k b k · 
cember, 1971; however, UFW made no appearance, urts - mt e poc et 00 · 
and the committee found i:io basis of fact for UFW porn· I have presented numerous reasons as to why I am 
phleted charges. against the boycott, now I would like to propose an al-
I would like to address myself to those who label Cha-
vez's movement as "non-violent" at this time. I have a 
short list of "grievances" to address to these people: , 
- The National Association of Food Chains has docu-
mented numerous acts of violence, and vandalism 
against retail food stores by UFW supporters to pressure 
· removal of boycotted produce. 
ternate solution. to the problem. . 
First of all, get the true details of the problem out into 
the open where neighbors, clergymen, retailers - and 
most of all, the media can treat them with fairness. Sec· 
ondly, through these mediums, work for farm labor leg· 
islation in states and on the national level which would: 
A. Guarantee secret ballot elections for farm workers .. 
- Chicago's Jewel· Food Stores, the nation's fourth 8. Prohibit, or at least limit the secondary boycott in 
largest food chain, publically. stated it removed table agriculture (as it has been for years in other industries), 
grapes because of threats to the safety of its customers so everyone will receive fair and equal treatment, espe-
and employees. -cially the low man. 
- The Citizens Committee for Agriculture of Salinas, C. Develop an orderly bargaining and arbitration 
California ~as published dworn statements from scores process to settle farm labor disputes in the interests of 
of farm workers verifying threats and acts of violence preserving income for both farmers and farm workers, 
against themselves and their property as they sought to and which will not interrupt the supply of food to the 
stay on the job with growers who had not signed a UFW consumer. 
contract. Please don't hold the misconception that I am anti-
There are numerous other examples along these lines; Union from this commentary as I am anything but that. I 
however, t feel the point is adequately made without am merely in fa~or of giving the laborers a say in what 
their inclusion. becomes of them rather than boycotting lettuce and 
Perhaps my greates objection to Chavez concerns an 
issue which. he cind his colleagues h~ve taken a firm 
stand against - secret ballot elections for the workers. 
In June of 1971 and again in September - UFW vice-
president Dolores Heurta testified against secret ballot 
elections in hearings before a California Assembly La-
bor Committee on the grounds that, farm workers don't 
understand democracy. They don't know what an elec-
tion is. 
forcing 'them into a Union which they may not have 
wanted to join in the first place. Would you like some-
body else to decide your destiny for you? Think about it. 
Patrick T. McCoy 
Sincere Tha-,i,ks 
Editor: . 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all those 
involved in making the affairs of last week a success. 
Thie is more than a bustle insinuation that these farm This goes especially for. those who responded and at-
workers aren't capable of making decisions for them- tended both the Center Stage Night and the semi-for-
selves - as a matter of fact, one of Chevez biggest de- mal Dance. Both affairs were extremely successful and 
mands is that the workers are not given the right to 0 everyone had a good time. I would also like to thank 
secret ballot vote. The reason for this becomes clear in Mr. Ray Guye and Mr. Larry Clements (Games Room), 
view of the following evidence: and all the students who put a tremendous amount of 
On. April 8, 1971, the only secret ballot election for time into both nights. We all feel that it was well worth 
farm workers ever supervised by the Federal Mediation- it, and. look forward to doing it again. 
and Conciliation Board was held on an asparagus oper- One last note: one person must ultimately accept re-
ation in Shafter, California. Chavez and the UFW were sponsibility for any affair that happens to be misrun. 
decisively beaten in the balloting. We did have a variety entertainment night shceduled 
Many Chavez supporters claim that he has, indeed, for Saturday night at Dana's, which had to be cancelled 
conducted secret ballot elections among the workers. due to the lack qf a sound system .. Perhaps we tried ~to 
The~e people ore misinformed. These "secret ballots" handle too much responsibility, but nevertheless, mis-
are, in reality, no more than ratifications presented to takes were made. I would like to accept responsibility 
the workers after a contract has been signed by the and personally apologize to anyone who was rightfully 
owner. The workers only choice in these "elections" is to disappointed or upset. If you have one of the ten win-
either agree to the terms as stated or seek employment . ning stubs, or a dance stub at all, keep them .and they 
elsewhere. will be honored at our next event in two weeks. The en-
It is my contention that these farm laborers should be tertainment scheduled for Saturday, which by the way is 
given a choice in the matter which up to now, they have excellent, will be re-booked in the very near future. 
not· had. This is why I am opposed to the lettuce boycott. Again, thanks to all, and we hope .that we can count 
Through a secondary boycott such as. this, farmers are on your support again in the upcoming months. 
forced to sign over their entire work force to Chavez, or Respectfully, 
go bankrupt. The workers at this time are given the Jim Moroney Chairman, Senate Social Committee 
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· UD Defense Ooo01s Dribblers E:= XAVIER NEWS ___ ____ 
by Rick Sadowski 
Sports Reporter Both teams shot extremely well club's first ten in the second half 
The varsity basketball team, now during the first stanza, XU hit 55% an~ wound up ~ith 22 points and 9 
in the process of finishing up a from the floor and Dayton 54%. assists for the mght. SPORTS 
schedule that has contributed to But in the second half two things Freshman Rick Thalls, who ~ 
the worst record in Xavier cage his- killed the visitors: the dreaded zone didn't have much to do in UD's ear- "''------------""!"'~------------"' 
tory, set two more school records defense and foul trouble. lier 98-82 win over Xavier, look'ed INTRAMURAL 
on Saturday by losing to the Day- very impressive. The Richmond,. Tony Brueneman, University· Intramural Activities Director an-
ton Flyers, 87-81. Warren and Rippe had both gar- Indiana, native tallied 21 points nounced the opening of a new intramural extension office last Monday 
The defeat was the 12th in a row nered three personals in the first and grabbed 10 caroms. in the main lobby of the University Center. The space made available 
for the Muskies, snapping a record half and Conny was hit with his Although the final margin was through the cooperation of Mr. Guye, will replace the extension office 
that had stood since 1946; the pre- fourth only. three minutes into the only six points, the g~me was not formerly located in Husman Hall. 
vious mark was 11 and was set second stanza. He was able to score that close. Dayton eventually The new office will serve as an equipment distribution site and pro-
over a period of two seasons. only six more points in the game. jumped out to a big 80-66 lead with gram information center. · · . 
The other record which was bro- Rippe didn't score another point just over !ive minutes to play be- Equipment available includes bicycle r~ntal (beginning March 15) 
ken had lasted just two days. Xa- the rest of the way. Later on in the fore Donaher emptied his bench.. footballs, basketballs, volleyball nets. and balls, softball gear, tennis 
vier has now lost 22 times this sea- g~e Bob Fullarton, who scored ~6 The victory left the Flyers with a racquets and balls, golf clubs (24 hr. limit), frisbys, soccer balls, bocce 
son in 25 outings. P 0 int s b u t grabbed 0 n 1 Y s ix 13-13 ledger the same as last year· balls and horseshoe. sets. 
rebounds, fouled out of the contest. ' b b · Id 
The Muskies played well in the Had Dayton een eaten it wou The office hours will be 1:30-7:00 p.m. daily Monday through Friday. 
opening half but still trailed by ~ut more than anythin~ else: ~D have been their first losing season Weekend operations will begin after April 1. Mr. Brueneman asks that 
one, 47-46 at the half. During the head coach Don Donoher s decision since l948· any suggestions for program improvement be directed to him by leav-
first 20 minutes, the lead changed to go to the zone hurt the most. MUSKIE MEMOS ing a note at the University Center office. 
hands ten times and the score was .The Flyers qu~ckly out-scored Xa; Conny Warren is ave~aging 19.4 
tied on nine other occasions. vier by a margi.n of 10-0 througlh points and 13.4. rebounds over the 
The Muskies stayed close in ihe the first five minutes of the ha f last five games. He should be the 
first half mainly because of the·in- and the contest was all but over. first XU basketball player chosen 
spired play of Conny Warren, Steve Super Donald Smith, the 6-footer in the professional draft since Lu-
Penhorwood, and Jim Rippe. The who ripped the nets for 44 points ther Rackley in 1969 .... The attend· 
trio combined for 37 points; Warren the last time these two clubs met, ance for the XU-UD game was 12,-
led the way with 16 tallies, Penhor· was "held" to 12 in the first half. 348. That's more than half of 
wood got 13, and Rippe eight. But he came on to score six of his Xavier's total home attendance for 
(Newa photo by S, Kunathl 
Second half action in Xavier's home finale at Schmidt Field· 
house, when the Muskies dropped an 89-73 decision to 
Duquesne. \ 
Duquesne -Dukes XU 
damage in the first half, canning 
by Mike Chimento 16 points and gathering 6 carooms. 
The Musketeers played host to Oscar Jackson, Montanez' running 
Duquesne University for last mate at guard, took over the scor-
Wednesday night for their final ing responsibility in the second 
home game of the season. The half. He scored 15 points in that 
Dukes brought with them a 14·7 half on some good outside shooting 
record and a shot at an NIT bid. and finished with 23 points for the 
On the other hand, Xavier was de- night. Montanez totaled 26 points, 
termined to reverse their ten game taking scoring honors for the 
losing streak and a void being the Dukes. 
losingest team since World War II. The game marked the last game 
Duquesne kept their tournament for seniors Jay Eck, Bob Fullarton, 
hopes alive by thumping the Mus· and Conny Warren. They were 
kies 89-73. greeted with a standing ovation 
the year ... Wonder if it would be 
feasible to play basketball doub-
leheaders at Cincinnati Gardens, 
as they do at other arenas around 
the country. If games involving Xa· 
vier, Dayton, Miami, and Cincin· 
nation the same card can't draw a 
crowd maybe this area should for-
get about basketball altogether ... 
Pete Rose took a break from his 
holdout with the Reds to take in 
the XU-Duquesne contest last 
Wednesday ... St. Joe's, Marquette, 
After opening wins over Berea College and . Deaconess Hospital 
School of Nursing the Women's Basketball team has dropped two 
straight. Cincinnati Bible College downed the Muskies 44-40 in a game 
that saw Xavier down as much as 15 points in the final 6 minutes. A 
21 point second quarter by Cincinnati Bible proved X.avier's undoing. 
Centre College of Danville, Kentucky, featured another 21 point 
quarter against the Muskies in downing our girls 57-41 at Danville. 
"Strictly outclassed" said Toney Brueneman, women's coach. "They 
were bigger, stronger, more experienced and with only 7 of our 12 girls 
making the trip, we were never in the game." Brueneman added "we 
need games like this while we are building our program ... you don't . 
advance by playing the weaker teams. Our girls play their hearts out. 
You've got to respect their effort." · 
Xavier's last home game of the season will be tomorrow night with a 
return engagement against Cincinnati Bible College. "We are looking 
for better things on our home court," Brueneman said. The 7:30 contest 
is open to the study body ... your attendance is requested and would-be·· 
appreciated. The girls close their 6 game schedule Saturday at Capital · 
University in Columbus at 1:30 p.m. 
Miami, Houston, and Notre Dame---------------------------
- all Xavier opponents this sea· Your Intramural Advisory Board wants to know what you wa~~· ... .. 
son, will be going to post-season Please fill out this qu¥stionnaire and return it to the Intramur~L ... . 
tournaments. ND is going to the Dorm Office (112 Husman) or the IM Office in·the Fieldhouse. ,. .. . 
N.l.T. while the rest will shoot for ARE YOU IN FAVOR OF HAVING THE FIELDHOUSE OPEN · .. · 
U.C.L.A. in the N.C'.A.A. Cham- ON SUNDAY FOR UNTRAMURAL ACTIVITIES? 
·pionships. Yes N~ 
u r1n ers, can 
you figure this out? 
Ralph bought a 6-pak of Budweiser® and invited four friends over to share it. 
Since he bought, he expected to have two cans to himself, but unfortunately 
when he returned to the refrigerator for his second, he found it missing. So he 
asked who took it. Al said, "Joe drank it." Joe said, "Dan drank.it." Dan said, 
"Joe, that's a lie!" And Bill said, "I didn't drink it." ·If only one of these 
statements is true, who really drank it? 
The Dukes looked very much like from the small crowd who showed 
a NIT bound team, shooting a tor· up to demonstrate their apprecia· 
rid 66% from the field in the open· tion to the three seniors. Although 
ing stanza, an~ finished the game Eck and Fullarton played well, the 
shooting at a 59% clip. The .Dukes game belonged to Warren. He was 
assumed a quick 2-0 lead and were the most effective. Muskie around 
never headed.· The Muskies, how- the hoop, scoring 10 points, in the · 
ever, were plagued with the same first h.alf, six of which came off of 
old problems - beating a zone de- offensive rebounds. 
fense ... When the Dukes threw a 2-3 Behind his strong rebounding 
zoner at Xavier, the Muskies were and scoring, he guided the Muski.es · 
stymied and couldn't work the hall to within 10 with 2:00 remaining in 
inside, relying on some outside the game. However, it was a case of 
gunning. However, shooting a figid too little too late. The team's lead· 
28% in the first half, Xavie,r only ing scorer ended up as the leading 
registered 26 points while the scorer and rebounder of the con· 
Dukes amassed 44. · test, notching a career high .28 
points and 15 caroms. In addition 
Ruben Montanez, brother of the to his excellent offensive exploits, 
Philadelphia Phillies outfielder Warren held Duquesne's Lionel 
Wille, showed the crowd why he "Big 1'rain" Billingly to 16 points 
was the leading scorer for Du- and only ten points. Billingly 
quesne coming into the game. He played on the U.S. Olympic Basket· 
w~~ _responsible for most of the ball Team' this.summer in Mu~i~h. 
J ... ·'*·-·- .... - ..... - .. "' ... <* - - ..... - ~ • 4 ... - •• 
.. . .. . ·1fu!n1fJB awn ssaf pun .SUpfU!.IP · 
awn a.1ow 1uads aJ\llll PfOO:J ,\all1 'Sl(lld-9 aJ\y llt.Snoq PBl.l l.ld1uu JI :1u.10w 
·anJ1 aq p1noM 1uawa1e1s s,uea .{.7uo ualfl a:>U!S 'Jatp1ous '"P"H alll S! me 
.A1sno!AqQ ·an.q a.rn s1uawa1B1s s,ms puo s,aor ualll "H P!P uuc1 >fll!lll no..\ J! 
puv ·an.q am Slt1amare1s s,uua puu s,1\1 ll<)lll 'aor· H,1! >fll!ll'J noA: Jf ·anJl a.1'8 
s1uawa')B'JS s,11!8 pue s,uBa 'auo Ali!n.lj alll S! 1\1 awnsso no..\ JI :t1~A\SNV 
ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC, • Sl. LOUIS 
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Common Sense 
BOB HELERINGER-----------11 
.. The Ni1ht of Terror. 
by Bob Heleringer 
' 
concerted effort to expunge from bombs, the whole works. For a - account tor these tragic kiliings, W 'tte · C -try Church Bid,, 
the face of this planet such terror- change, let these grotesque desert. then the Constitution's eacred Len nm a .. oun . Y '. 
ist organizations that 80 callously butchers ·(and their universal com- guarant.ee of protection of life and t_our punitive.acti~ns be the epi· 
A professor of his- smote them down. rades) know what it's like to shoot liberty is 80 much historical folk- ~ph to the sterling, if aquande~, 
tory at this university, delights in The United Nations, that bul- at someone who is on equal footing. I · hves of Cleo Noel and Curtie 
describing to his atudentB the in· wark of ineptitude, is pathetically and not liogtied and gagged plead- ore. . . . ~~re. We owe it to our dedic4ted 
fi · · f · f ing for hie life Like term't The time to strike l8 the present, citizens who serve abroad, we owe nite ments o serving mankind ae impotent or such a ·gargantuan t"hese· ~orldl pe: • .~ · -- - ··t·be-- .. i ~~~ before all future diplomatic history it to the world, indeed we owe it to 
an American foreign diplomat. task. By the time Lower _South .. Y '"" mus rooi.ea be · to d lik G • "El Ci 'liz ti 'ts If 
What is overlooked, unfortunately, Kookland got around to showing out wherever they are found. Locat- gins rea e ray s egy vi a on i e · 
in this innocent play for recruits is up, let alone voting, the terrorists ing their breeding grounds should 
some of the other "fringe benefits" would be collecting their pensions not be·difficult, we can find out 
that accrue to· this thankless pro- from Allah. from neighbor Israel who knows 
fession. Some of the "strings" at- · I hate to tell you, isolationist their lairs by instinct. 
tached are such creature conforts America, but WE have to do it. A President Nixon, in true Wilso-
as spies, plagues, bombs, riots, nation that can safely transport. a nian fashion, seems to have con-
scorpions, earthquakes, Daniel man to the moon in four days could tacted the dreaded Indecision - a 
Ellsbergs, demonstrations, sea- have had a few planeloads of chronic executive illness that has 
sonal coups, phone taps, seizures, Green Berets in Khartoum in four besieged modem Western leaders 
hometOwn soccer defeats, animal hours. Khartoum, the infam~us site for most of this century. Actually, 
stampedes, strange water, and - of the demonic Mahdi's lSBO's mas- his choice should be simple. If we 
n_ow ,,a new one entitled "execu· sacre of "Chinese" Gordon's garri- we.nt to war in 1898 over a battle-
tion. ~ohn Brow~ could ~ave been son, could have dropped its century ship that was presu'!"ably sunk by 
~ff~chv.~ly hanged with such of notoreity and been known there- th.e enemy (t~e J!ain~), then. cer-
strings. after as the beginning of the end of tmnl~ we are JUstifie~ m wa~ng a 
Last week, in the heart of roman- such overt international Terrorist fraction of same agamst this ma-
tic Sudan, two veteran American Clubs. I mean, it's time to show the rauding ti;ibe of homicid_al jackels _ 
diplomats were permanently in- Black September Movement a little who so fr1vblously slaughter our 
troduced to this latest strategem in Black July Movement - 4th of fellow countrymen (as well as other 
the gorey trenches of modem diplo· July that is; with rockets, cherry nations' countrymen). If we do not. 
matic warfare. They, namely Am-
bassador Cleo Noel and Charge 
d'Affaires Curtis. Moore, were bru-
tally slain for no more reason than 
that they were the most available. 
Their cold-blooded murderers were 
a small group of itinerant street 
thugs who travel by the grand-
iloquent name of the Black Septem· . 
her Movement, the same assort· 
merit of demented hoods who 
conspired to eliminate Israel from 
the Olympic wrestling competition. 
Their sanguine "foreign policy" is 
usally transacted with machine 
iuns-aiid ·hand· grenades against 
almost always defenseless victims. 
Whereas their kinsmen in the 
I.R.A. and the Viet Cong are just 
as ruthless, the two aforemen· 
tioned organizations have_ been· 
noted to wage their sporadic rebel· 
lions against an equally armed foe. 
Not:so the Black September kids 
who: in the heinous tradition of the · 
Mafioso and the Nazi Party, re" 
striet their routine executions to: 
unarmed, prefe_rably bound, an4 
wholly innocent third parties. 
Why? WHY? WHY? What did the 
gorilla-guerrillas want? Their "civil 
rights?" An end to high food 
pnces? ~ devaluation of the Stone 
(Arabic currency)? A private show-
ing of Deep Throat? Food? Cloth-
ing? Shelter? Money? Nay, grin· 
goes, they specifically desired the 
"immediate release" of one Sirhan 
B. Sirhan - another popular Third 
NEWEST ELECTRONIC 
-- . . - -··· . - -· ·-·-· ·-. . 
CALCULATORS 
Best Prices in Town 
You've read about these revolutionary devices in the Wall 
Street Journal, N.Y. Times, Newsweek and Business Week. 
Really fits 
i.n your 
shin 
pod< et. 
\ 
RAPID~N 
Pocket Size 
4 FUNCTION 
8 DIGIT e BA TTERV 
OR ELECTRIC 
Weighs -7 ounces. Measures 
5/8 x 5-3/8 x 3-3/8". Adds, 
Subtracts, Multiplies and. 
Divides. Also shows credit bal· 
ances and does chain calcula-
tions. Operates on int[txpensive 
batteries. 
World folk-hero who merely gun- Best selection. 
ned dow a United States Senator 
who was also the father often chil-
dren. This is tantamount to de-
manding the "immediate release" 
With built in automatic 
constant floating, decimal 
and large easy to read 8 
digit readout. Measures 
only 5-3/4" x 9-1/4" x 
2-1 /2" and wei~ts just Best Prices 2'1bs. 
in Town; 
of Adolf Eichmann. 
The wretched camel-drivers lang-
uished through the usual number 
of "deadlines" and waited for Wal-
ter Cronkite to announce that 
Shiek Sirhan would arrive shortly 
on the next flying carpet out of San 
Quentin. Of course, this lunacy did 
not transpire and two courageous 
American servants were summar· 
ily put to the Saracen blade -
much as one would, upon being re-
fused admittance to the mansion, 
s59 s 
shoot the butler. · 
F,or business, professional or 
office use. Weighs just 8 lbs. 
and plugs in an~here. 12 digit 
with constant and memory. 
Performs 24-funtions plus basic 
addition. subtraction, multipli; 
cation and division. SEIKO· 3 
lines per second printout. 
Round off. 0-11 decimal. con-
trol selector. Negative indicator _ . 
·----
The significance of this ghastly 
episode, I believe, is the last phone 
call made hy the doomed Ambassa-
dor Noel. He inquired as to how the 
world was reacting to this latest ex-
ercise in foreign policy among na· 
.::~~e :;it balance. $2 9 9 STEINBERG'S.... · 
request was an ulterior urgent hope • · I • I tions. Implicit in his selfless - · ---1
1 
that· America, chiefly her people, ' 
-----
IT'S EASY TO SAY 
"CHARGE.IT AT 
STEINBERG'S" 
rehally did· give a hoot in hell that -\ . ,---·--·--· .- _ _ ____ _ 
t eir lives were about to close in CHERRY GROVE •WESTERN HILLS KENWOOD ERLANGER. KY. 
the servi'ce of thei'r country. I won- 8582 BEECHMONT/ pl.AZJ< . . PLAZA 3181 DIXIE HGWY. 232-3900 ' 481-2200 793-7800 342-8800 
· der. It's possible that their lives be· Next to Liberal ' · TRI-COUNTY DOWNTOWN Ne•• to Chinatown 
came "expendable", or perhaps andTwinFair:. \ 8~~~~c':ii &333~t~r::,sr. _andFoodMart 
their stellar sacrifice will inspire a L-------.i-~-----~-----------_. 
IOCIDYDU 
Moie than 250 food products get together under the 
Lipton banne< If you have a feel for marketing and sales, 
can communicale your ideas and show lnlllartw, driw, 
leader>hip ablllty and Intelligence; you can gel It all 
together 100! 
If you want to be a business consultant and merchandiser, 
If you want to ...-1< for an equal oppol!Unlty employer. ii 
you want a rewarding career In sales managemenli then 
get Rall togelhet at UPTON! 
Your future is unlimited when you join one of the most 
progresslw. together companies In the food indusfl\I 
Lipton's rated In lhe top 20%of Fortune's 500 In 
Find out how you can get 11 all togetJ,.. wrlie to: 
M~ n;;;;;;;-M:OTooi; - -
ThomasJ. Upton, Inc. 
3000 Eut Meact.... Part.way 
Indianapolis, IN 46205 
prof II ability Over 15% of the sales Joice was promoted 
to positions ol greater responsibility last year because 
Lipton believes in encouraging and asstsllng their °""'1 
people. 
Take the opportunity to !earn and grow with Upton's 
Initial elght·weeks training. Get lo use your potential 
effectively and help double Upton's $309 mUllon growth . 
In the neXI ten years while receiving competitive salaries 
and beneftts. 
Lip~!!~ 
' Englewood Cliffs. NJ '07623 
l.ll'TON Tf.A • LU'TON SOUP MIXES • lll'TO~ MAIN DtSH DINNERS • WISH BONE SAlAPDRES~NGS •• PENNSYLVANIA DUTCH BRAND NCXlOl.£5 
I iOOO HUMOlf ICE CREAM. MOH TON tfOUSE CM NED FOODS. TABRY & J LITTLE KJTIENSCAT moo PROOUCTS • KNOX GELATINE PROOUCTS 
ANGILO'S· 
1672 CALIFORNIA AVE. 
FREE EXPRESS 
INCLUDING SUNDAY 
DELIVE~Y SERVICE 
TO ALL XAVIER DORMS 
O~ ORDERS OF $5.00 OR MORE 
TELEPHONE- 242-6922 
PIZZA PIES 
Plain .................................. . 
Ground SauNge ...................... . 
a.con ................................ . 
Pepperoni ............................. . 
Mushroom ............................ . 
Anchovie ............................. . 
Onion ........ ". ........ · ................ . 
GrHn Pepper ......................... . 
Combination ohny 2 : ................ . 
Deluxe Combination of any 4 .......... . 
Super Deluxe Combination of 6 ....... . 
... 
.80 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.15 
1.45 
1.65 
. BEER AND WINE 
12" 
1.40 
1.80 
1.80 
1.80 
1.80 
1.80 
1.80 
1.80 
2.05 
2.35 
2.95 
A COMPLETE VARIETY OF 
HOGGIE SANDWICHES 
,, .. 
2.20 
2.80 
2.80 
2.80 
2.80 
2.80 
2.80 
2.80 
3.10 
3.50 
3.95 
·,.-...:. 
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=XAVIER NEws=========l 
_ON CAMPUS 
ALPHA SIGMA NU 
The XU Chapters of Alpha Sigma NU and Gamma Pi Epsilon, the 
National-Jesuit Honorary Societies for men and women invite all jun-
iors, seniors and graduate students with cumulative averages of 3.00 
or better to apply for membership. If interested, please contact Dr. 
Richard Gruber, Hinkle 112, or Mrs. Mary Lou Gist, Student Center, 
for information. Deadline March 19, 1973. 
BREEN LODGE 
Beginning March 8th Dave.Tom's "Basic Auto Mechanics" w!ll meet 
Thursdays at 2 p.m. in Breen Lodge. Call 745-3355 for reservations. 
CLEF CLUB 
The Xavier University Clef Club urgently needs a piano player for 
rehearsals and concerts. Rehearsals are held Mondays and Thursdays fro~ 3-6 p.m. and concerts are usually held on weekends and rarely' 
durmg the week. There is a stipend that accompanies the position. 
Any inquiries can be directed. to Mrs. Edna Tekeulve in' the Registrars 
.Office. · · 
INVESTMENT AND STOCK MARKET CLUB 
Xavier University's Investment and Stock Market Club was orga-
nized today with Dr. Joseph Link Jr., Professor of Bus. Administration 
as adviser. Twenty six young business students pledged monthly 
funds to go into the market with Merrell, Lynch's Vice President, Law-
rence Fitzgerald ad adviser. The club meets regularly to study the mar-
ket and buy and sell securities, with members having voting shares. 
Officers elected were Joseph Malin, president; Lyn Brueggeman, sec-
retary and William Meyer as Treasurer. Members are Walter Ash-
brook, Bruce Bishop, Robert Borbisth, Lynn Bruegeman, John Clif-
ford, Richard Croll, James Dublikar, Timothy Dydo, Joseph 
Graskemper, Joseph Hayden, John Frank, Edward Hinders, Robert 
Hoeffler, John Hogan, Gregory Holtz, Guy Howley, Karl Kroger, Jo-
seph Malin, William Meyer, Theodore Mitchel, Terence O'Malley, Jo-
seph Pichert, Frank Roche, Terence Rooney,· Paul Wessendarp and 
Denn Rumpke. 
Interested students or faculty members wishing to join the club are 
cordially invited with the next meeting at 1:30 'pm University Center, 
XU campus; Wed., March 7. 
McGRATH HEALTH CENTER 
Because of illness of the man operating the MObUe x~ray Unit, the 
unit was unable to appear on campus on Feb. 21st. It has been resche-
duled: 
Thursday, March 8, 1973 9:00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m., and 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 
p.m. . 
SUMMER JOB 
NEED COLLEGE STUDENT TO MAKE 
DELIVERIES FOR OUR SUPPLY COMPANY 
IN A PICK-UP . TRUCK. MUST BE WILLING 
TO WORK AND HAVE KNOWLEDGE OF CITY. 
APPLY IN.WRITING ONLY TO:. 
. GREG HAMMER 
c/o SETILE BUILDERS SUPPLY 
1734 WHETSEL AVE. 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 45227 
.· ..... 
Bottled under the authority of T~i;_<'.,~.:.~!a_ Com~any bx: "The Coca~Cola Bottling Works Company, Ci~n'2~--· 
WE TIP OUR FARES TO 
THE YOUTH OF AMERICA 
A special youth rate is one 
of the Low Fare Deals 
on Piedmont Airlines. 
·For $3 you'll get ~n I.D. 
card good 'till age 22. 
Good for a reserved seat. 
Good for savings of about 
20%. Good anytime, any-
where on Piedmont-
serving over 75 cities be- · 
tween Chicago, New York, 
Norfolk, Atlanta, 
Memphis. Call us, or 
your travel agent. 
FLY-PIEDMONT 
Remember the lilies of the bible? 
They toiled not~Neitbei:;didthey:'.c 
• spin. As Dominiean Si.ste~s ()f _t.he • · 
· Sick Poo.r we toil fot.the yourig ··. 
, as well as. the old. for the acute) 
. as well as the cbronjcallf ill ii~(( . 
. we care , not for their race oi: re\ 
. Jigion for ·an.are of. the lti~gdon,( 
, of God~ Oudeet carryusf8)orig· 
.· busy. streets; t1i> arid down tene(\ 
. . irient stairs~ in and out. of. homes•. 
: .. .where illness, lgnorariC"e, dis~ur~ · 
. agement and despair are 5ome-
Naturally light - • tiines permanentguests;:Nursi~g •.. counseling, helping fo keep fain~ . ilies together in their homes a.ii 
· one loving unit. The DQminiCan 
and refreshing ' Sisters of the Sick Poor achiev~. ing the impi;issible every day of ... the year .. . . . ' . 
To learn how you ean Hl'.Ve aS a 
·. Dominican Sister of the Sick Poor 
write to: · . · .. ·.··.· .. 
Sister Marguerite Mitchell; • ·· · 
Vocation Director · · ·. · 
Rooml03 · ·.•. · 
Mariandale, Ossining, ·. · , 
New York 10$62 · 
· ... : 
., .· 
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